Print this Law of Attraction Check! Fill in your name as the payee, a SPECIFIC amount, what it is for, sign and date when you want it by.

Place the check somewhere you will see it daily as a reminder to visualize what you want!

*Feel happiness, joy, gratitude, and be PLAYFUL as you create your desires!* 

---

**UNIVERSAL UNLIMITED BANK**

*Anything you want, you got it! Anything you need, you got it!*

**PAYEE:** ________________________________

**DATE:** __________________  
*(I want this by)*

**AMOUNT:** _____________________________________________________________

**FOR:** ________________________________  
*(Be Specific)*

**Signature**

This is not an instrument subject to Article 3 of the UCC

---

Please note: This check is the color of money on purpose! Try to print it in color if possible. The check also includes the number 8 as an unlimited abundance infinity symbol!

*The vibrations of JOY + GRATITUDE = ABUNDANCE!*

---

Learn the manifesting secrets from the Ascended Masters themselves! *(Particularly the triangles)*  
www.strengthessence.com/ascended-masters-law-of-attraction-manifestation-techniques/